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Caledon Hills Cycling gets first point of the season in IBHL

	The drought is over for Caledon Hills Cycling.

The side notched their first point of the season in the Inglewood Ball Hockey League (IBHL)?last Tuesday, playing Mr. Handyman

to a 1-1 draw.

Not much changed in the standings during the evening, as George's Arena Sports has nothing but wins after 10 nights of action.

They are followed by Mr. Handyman and Are We Creative.

June 10

Caledon Hills Cycling 1

Mr. Handyman 1

In a nail biter, neither team could best the other as Mr. Handyman and Caledon Hills Cycling ended in a draw.

Mr. Handyman drew first blood when Anthony Villari from Mike Volpe and Luigi D'Agostino put one away in the second frame.

Caledon Hills Cycling stayed determined and answered back early in the third when Albert Bettridge found the back of the twine

tent from Daniel Mulhern to tie the game, where it stayed till the end.

George's Arena Sports 6

Carney Plumbing 2

George's netted a pair a period to stay undefeated this season.

Goal getters for George's were Shawn Alonto, Jason Duncan, Joey Lemos, Jake Lake and Adam Biastrocci, with help from Duncan,

Adam Victoria, Travis Watts, Matt McNally, Alonto, Jesse Lemos and Jon Desmarais. Jordan Rothfuchs buried it twice for Carney

with helpers going to Ryan Zimmerman.

We Are Creative 6

Ron's Tire Discounter 2

Ron's jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the first when Noel Fortner (unassisted) lit the lamp, however, they couldn't hold on and We Are

Creative took over in the second and third with three in each period.

We Are twine ticklers were Philip DeFrancesco from Matt Geiser, Anthony Fera from Brett Cochrane and Cody Doiron, John Monti

from Alex Schittenhelm, Doiron from Cochrane and Mike Tarasco, Geiser from Monti and Mike Spagnuolo, and Cochrane from

Fera and Rob Silvestri. Ron's did net another in the third with less than 10 seconds remaining from Adam Moszynski with help from

Fortner.

June 3

Mr. Handyman 2

Ron's Tire Discounter 0

Matt Ricci turned away all shots to earn his first shutout for the Handyman crew, as they tightened their grip on second place.

With more suspensions than goals, Mr. Handyman was able to pot a pair in the first and take the win. Net nabbers were D'Agostino

from Villari and Volpe, and Nick Stabili from D'Agostino and Volpe.

George's Arena Sports 9

Caledon Hills Cycling 1

Sandy Shana was able to break George's shut-out bid with the help of Travis Cassar for Caledon Hills Cycling.

We Are Creative 5

Carney Plumbing 2

We Are turned up the creative juices and jumped out to a three-goal lead by the end of the second period on goals by Tarasco, and a

pair from John West-Carvalho with help from Cochrane, Tarasco, Geiser and Doiron.

Carney was able to pot a pair in the third to make a game of it when Don Crowe put one away (unassisted) and Rothfuchs added

another with the assist from Crowe. Monti from Doiron, and Doiron each added one in the third to put it out of reach for We Are to

get the win.

May 27

Mr. Handyman 5

Carney Plumbing 1

Mr. Handyman hammered the Plumbers with a pair in the first period (Justin Fiorino from Sonny Dillhon and Ferdinando Colella

unassisted), a single in the second (Dillhon unassisted) and a pair in the third (Val Melo from Chris Della Mora and Colella, and

D'Agostino from Della Mora and Matt Scida).
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Carney was able to break the shutout bid when Will Crowe potted one from Zimmerman.

George's Arena Sports 5

We Are Creative 1

George's kept their streak alive with a win over We Are.

Alonto from Lake started the scoring in the first, with Joey Lemos from Alonto and Brad Crawford netting one in the second and

Alonto adding a pair in the third with Duncan getting the single and assists from Alonto, Jessie Lemos and Lake.

We Are got on the board in the third when Doiron from Spagnuolo found the back of the twine tent.

Ron's Tire Discounters 3

Caledon Hills Cycling 0

Justin Parravano stood tall and turned away all to earn the goose-egg for Ron's Tire.

Bin bulgers for the Tire where Taylor Elkins from James Coulter and Fortner, Nolan Pearce from Kyle Miledi, and Alex Boughan

from Chris Steele and Jonathan Batten.

May 29

We Are Creative 6

Caledon Hills Cycling 2

In the first frame, We Are Creative were awarded a penalty shot (the first of the season) as Spagnuolo was taken down and given the

opportunity on which he made no mistake and put it in the back of the net.

Fera added another in the first for We Are from Doiron and Tarasco. We Are added two more in the second with Doiron and

Spagnuolo finding the back of the net with assists from the sticks of Tarasco, Spagnuolo and Schittenhelm. Caledon Hills got one

back in the second when Brandon Sinclair powered one through from Mulhern and Kyle Dalcin. Period three saw We Are potting

another brace from Schittenhelm and Doiron, with help from Doiron, Tarasco and Geiser. Caledon Hills were able to find the back

of the twine tent once more with Dave Philips banging it home from Josh Rowland.

Carney Plumbing 4

Ron's Tire Discounter 2

After falling behind to the Tire 2-0 on goals from Fortner (Chris Gikov and Miledi assisting) in the first and Miledi (Pearce and

Gikov assisting) in the second, Carney nabbed a quartet of un-answered goals, starting with Shawn Lane in period two (Rothfuchs

and Pete Davis assisting).

The third frame was all Carney, with Rothfuchs (Davis and Lane assisting), Lane (Mark Olesen-Varnell assisting) and Crowe

(Zimmerman and David Rothfuchs assisting).

George's Arena Sports 4

Mr. Handyman 0

Watts stepped into the keeper role for George's and flopped his way to a shut-out, stopping all that came at him.

Lamp lighters for George's were Mike Desmarais, Lake, Jessie Lemos and Jozef Neu, with help from Lemos, Victoria, Biastrocci,

Duncan and Alonto.
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